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JAG zatkla zvláštního zástupce USA pro hospodářskou
obnovu Ukrajiny
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Uplynul jen týden od doby, kdy zločinec Joseph R. Biden jmenoval
Penny Pritzkerovou zvláštní zástupkyní USA pro ukrajinskou
hospodářskou obnovu, když ji vyšetřovatelé JAG amerického
námořnictva zatkli na základě obvinění ze zrady a podvodu ve
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Spojených státech poblíž faksimile studií Tyler Perry Studios v Bílém
domě v roce na okraji Atlanty ve státě Georgia, řekl zdroj JAG Real
Raw News.

Pritzker, miliardářka podnikatelka, která sloužila jako ministryně
obchodu za Husseina Obamy v letech 2013–2017, je zakladatelkou
PSP Partners, PSP Capital Partners a Pritzker Realty Group a
spoluzakladatelkou Artemis Real Estate Partners a Inspired Capital.
Je také v představenstvu Microsoftu a zastupuje Světové
ekonomické fórum. Je sestrou guvernéra státu Illinois JB Pritzkera.

"Zlo se vyskytuje v rodinách," komentoval náš zdroj JAG.

Detektivové z hlavní vyšetřovací agentury námořnictva, řekl, začali
monitorovat Pritzkerovy aktivity v den jejího jmenování, když White
Hats u US Army Cyber   Command (ARCYBER) odposlouchával její
telefony a vzdáleně přistupoval k jejím domácím počítačům, kterých
bylo podle našeho zdroje více. zranitelnosti než Windows XP.

Její jmenování vyvolalo rudé prapory a White Hats vytušil, že ji režim
využije jako prostředníka k posílání zpronevěřených amerických
daňových dolarů Bidenovu ukrajinskému kamarádovi Volodymyru
Zelenskyymu. Během dvou dnů obdržela PSP Capital Partners od
ministerstva financí vklad ve výši 1,6 miliardy dolarů, z čehož 1,4
miliardy dolarů bylo převedeno na bitcoiny a předáno do peněženky
vlastněné Oschadbank, státní ukrajinskou bankou se sídlem v
Kyjevě.

Náš zdroj řekl, že kancelář viceadmirálky Darse E. Crandall okamžitě
navrhla formální obvinění proti Pritzkerovi a instruovala
vyšetřovatele, aby ji zadrželi při nejbližší příležitosti – dříve, než
způsobila národu významnější škody.

Mezitím se ARCYBER dozvěděl, že démon Karine Jean-Pierre
požádal o Pritzkerovu přítomnost v Atlantě kvůli fotografování s
Bidenem, aby formalizoval Pritzkerovu novou pozici. Deep State měl
jen jeden důvod, proč lákat své přednosti do Atlanty: navštívit
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podvodný Bílý dům, plný replik Oválné pracovny, situační místnosti a
zasedací místnosti a simulakry CGI úředníků administrativy, kteří se
v současnosti ukrývají v zámoří. Nádherná napodobenina je k
nerozeznání od autentického Bílého domu, pokud není nahlížena
jako prázdná, což je ztíženo davy šmejdů tajných služeb a
soukromou bezpečností vydávající se za americké mariňáky.

Šest vyšetřovatelů, kteří měli za úkol chytit Pritzkerovou, mělo
instrukce, jak to udělat, než se dostane k oplocenému a střeženému
perimetru.

Do metropolitní oblasti Atlanty dorazili před Pritzkerovou, která podle
informací společnosti ARCYBER měla jet na 330akrový areál, dříve
McPherson Confederate Army Base, ze svého domova v Myrtle
Beach v Jižní Karolíně.

Vyšetřovatelé ve třech vozidlech předvídali, že se Pritzker vydá tou
nejméně oklikou, a proto na křižovatce ulic Womack a Hardee
Avenue, která ústila na jižní parkoviště Studia Tylera Perryho,
přepadli ze zálohy.

"Měli jsme značku jejího auta, model a SPZ." Pozorovatel. Věděla,
kdy tam má být. Neponechali jsme nic náhodě. Víš, riskuj, že
zastavíš špatné vozidlo. Už se to stalo a je to trapné,“ řekl náš zdroj.

V 6:30, 22. září, tým JAG zachytil Pritzkerův vůz, když sjížděl na
Hardee Ave., a přišpendlil ho mezi jejich větší, neprůstřelné SUV.
Popadla telefon a zběsile vytáčela číslo, když vyšetřovatel ocelovým
obuškem rozbil okno a vytáhl z vozidla ječícího Pritzkera.

"Přišel jsem navštívit prezidenta Bidena!" vykřikla.

Náš zdroj řekl, že byla spoutaná, roubená a nacpaná do jednoho z
SUV JAG.

"Bude se moci bránit stejně jako všichni Deep Staters," řekl. "Chceš
vědět, co se opravdu podělalo?" Nejde jen o nezákonné převody
peněz na Ukrajinu. Tato žena je sama o sobě zatracená miliardářka
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a z těch 1,6 miliardy dolarů ukradla 200 000 dolarů [to bylo 200
milionů dolarů (díky komentátorům) a zdroj chybný údaj] . To je
pravá chamtivost."

Jak bylo uvedeno dříve, White Hats tvrdí, že režim dal Zelenskyymu
mnohem více než veřejně hlášených 75 miliard dolarů. Jejich
konzervativní odhad uvádí částku v dolarech přes bilion.

Někdy tento týden zveřejní Real Raw News podrobné odhalení
falešného Bílého domu, včetně informací naznačujících, že si ho
Bidenovi lidé pronajali a začali ho vybavovat měsíce před volbami v
roce 2020. Také podrobně popíšeme, proč to White Hats jednoduše
nevybombardovali do zapomnění.

(Když RRN používá slovo „Biden“, znamená to, že to znamená klon
nebo dvojité tělo nebo skutečné)

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

 

I think her family made their money off hotels just have to wonder
how many people where compromise at there hotels . And Chicago
Illinois being a convention center city . I bet it’s alot in my opinion. 🧐
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🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔💚💚💚💚💚💚💚 😏 🤫💰
🐷🐽🐖ers 🏨🏨🏨🏨🏨🏨

First of all, I want every dime in the Pritzker family turned over to the
citizens of the United States. It is all ill-gotten gains and needs to be
confiscated. Second, I want her to be put in the filthiest, most vile
and degrading cell they have until she is hung. One has to wonder
with all the money she is used to, why the compulsion to skim off
$200 million more? For the Pritzkers, it seems the acquisition of
money is an addiction and controls them rather than the reverse. Evil
and sick.

That, pardon the expression, “twat” is pure evil. Ditto her brother, the
ILL governor, and the rest of her scum bag family.

Hallelujah! It is drip, drip, then flood! For this individual, more is
better. She is going to go down in brilliant flames! Hanging is too
swift a punishment. Place her on a red ant pile with honey smeared
all over her face and body. Let the ants do their work. Evacuate the
area as the screams are long lasting.

I have heard about the Tyler Perry White House before. Looking
forward to the upcoming story about it.

I hope MB puts out the piece on Moore and homeboy from Space
force! OH, and like BANDCAMP, tells us about all those dr’s who
were zeroed!

I’m waiting for the day, I hope soon, when US Army Delta Force
arrest mark milley and ship him to Camp Blaz Guam to face the
Military Tribunal for his betrayal and treasonous acts against the
American people and the country and his betrayal of the US
Constitution.

This traitor deserves to hang!

From MB’s Telegram account: “Mark milley arrested today I should
have more details soon and will share asap on the site”
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Oh – gosh darn, was anticipating results of Ghoul Pool when Melissa
Moore is pronounce dead. Again my money says 10:07. My male
companions awaiting news, have $100 in the pot.

Come-on folks, place your bets, no money needed; what say you?

Lol MB keeps piling on the arrest stories without bothering to follow
through on the execution stories. He’s sooo bored of writing the
execution stories. In MB’s own words from 7 months ago “they
become very repetitive”

It’s all Admiral Crandall’s fault, lacking improv speech. Hannick
always provided satire in repertoire. Crandell is dull and
unadventurous, could say, stick in the mud, stripping journalist of
enthusiasm.

Lmao MB just posted on telegram, “Mark milley arrested today I
should have more details soon and will share asap on the site” like 5
minutes after you posted this comment. Congrats on inspiring the
next RRN story bro 👏

Let me get this straight—-As many on this board have said that out
Govt. was not a Republic because under certain Presidents we were
sold out to other countries and BANKS—–So the US became a
Corporation. They sold our sovereignty for money Now these
individuals on this board are saying the corporation has been taken
down and doesn’t exist anymore. The next question is who did
Penny Pritzker get the money from. Did she get it from the Republic
or the Corporation. If it is shown the monies came from the
corporation then how could she be guilty of treason but if from the
Republic then she has a problem. Now my point is why doesn’t this
principle hold for all politicians or those holding the money for the
Republic or the Corporation——-

 I know, who truly cares but who were those corporations and banks
——London/Rothchilds/Rockefellers and a list of other names most
wouldn’t know—–Maybe even Rome—–But as some on this board
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keep trying to tell you that it is all an illusion and you will one day see
I believe they are still trying to lull you into complacency so that the
powers that be can take you over without a struggle because you will
have a false belief all is well—–and don’t believe your lying eyes—-
There is only one Saviour coming and his name doesn’t start with a
T—-Go read the Book of Revelation and you will see the future

My bank is going down.I can’t log in to find my account.I spoke with
a person and was told that I need to upgrade my cellular device. It’s
happening.Take your money out now because the DS is stealing
from us.

I quit keeping my money in the bank for the most part. I put just
enough in to keep automatic withdrawals from tapping me out.

Call a bullion dealer. Ask for silver rounds (for smaller amounts) or
bars. Don’t buy coins. “Rounds” are the cheapest form of spendable
silver. Liberty Refiners in Hayden Idaho are great but there are good
bullion dealers all over the US. Liberty’s CEO does a lot of the work
for the US mint.

Attain silver & gold during Zombie Apocalypse, after shooting them.
It’s essential to have sharp knife and vise grip pliers in yanking-out
their teeth.

Possibility when 5-G pulse is activated, might be stepping over their
caucus in the street, vise grip pliers a must have.

Who do you bank with and what will you do with the cash ? You’d
have too have a good safe to keep it in . I agree with you but don’t
how people would keep it safe? Any ideas 🤔 🧐✌💚💚💚💚💚💚
💚 💰🤔

Why are you wasting your time depending on your monthly salary
when you can work staying at home just with your PC and mobile
phone you can earn up to 4000 dollars within 6 days.

 I highly recommend everyone to apply… Salary49.C𝐨ℳ 
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I really kinda miss his post’s 😏hope he’s doing well. Maybe that’s
why he hasn’t been on lately.. Maybe he went to Maui and is Mia 🤔
😏✌💚💚💚💚💚💚💚 🤫⚰ 🙏😃

Did anything happen on 9/23 just wondering with all the shows
pointing to that day. Maybe all the deep state rounded up.

No, nothing happened. And now all ‘the shows’ will just move on and
not mention it again, and soon they’ll be hyping up another fake date
to keep you hooked, and the cycle continues.

Yep. Don’t forget all the US vaxed in the amount of 250 million ( plus
billions worldwide) will die with the ebs 5G broadcast on Oct 4th,
unless they “choose” Oct 11th! I can say buy precious metals as the
globalists are!

no way all the online grifters were wrong for the
202434934849384938394839439393984 time.

15697 days and no public arrests. BEST PLAN EVER

PSP Partners has intriguing business relationships.

kayapartners com

See, the first person listed in leadership capacity, her bio is
interesting, few others in appearance having interests in Global
Agriculture and Climate Change.

Myself did copy and paste of weblink, screen shot too.

It seems pretty likely that MB is just tired of writing execution stories.
They’re all basically the same. He can’t even throw much of a plot
twist in them because the audience gets mad if the story doesn’t end
with death.

Do y’all remember when MB tried to do away with them? He said like
“the White Hats decided to stop doing showy executions and will just
shoot the person in the head right after conviction.” That lasted for
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about 2 stories. Commenters here were deeply upset by it saying
how much they NEED the gruesome execution stories. And wouldn’t
you know it? The ‘White Hats’ immediately reversed that decision in
accordance with the wishes of the RRN comment section 🙃

Nice try shill! Not very creative though, and very poorly written.
Sounds like you are jealous much of mb.

Lol there is no way I’m the only one who remembers this. I
specifically remember WrongWayCorrigan protested it calling the
execution stories “balm for our weary souls” or something. Guess I’ll
have to find the receipts for you buddy.

Ah ok here is the story where MB explicitly says the execution
stories are too repetitive and he doesn’t really want to write them
anymore, and everyone protested in the comments.

realrawnews.com/2023/02/military-arrests-vaccine-scientist-on-
charges-of-accessory-to-mass-murder/

The “White Hats are switching from drawn-out hangings to
immediate execution by gunshot” was a different time, I’ll have to
look back farther for that one. It was like right after the story MB
wrote about Alec Baldwin pooping his pants lol

Here ya go State. June 9 2022 story JAG Amends Method of
Execution.

realrawnews.com/2022/06/jag-amends-method-of-execution/

“The admiral discussed his concerns with his juniors, and they
agreed hangings take too long and are filled with too much theatre.
They reached a consensus. From now on the convicted will be
executed within 24 hours of sentencing, by gunfire instead of a
noose,” our source said.”
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Hundreds of comments expressing disappointment in this change.
The readers come here for snuff porn dude. MB changed it back less
than a month later claiming that there were only two executions by
gunshot, Jennifer Dillon and Michael Sussman, and the Marine who
executed Sussman got severe PTSD from it, so they decided to go
back to hangings. Wild how PTSD has never been an issue with any
of the dozens of other executions MB has written, huh.

realrawnews.com/2022/08/jag-to-resume-hangings/

Tbh I agree with you that it’s not very creative and very poorly
written. But MB wrote these bro, not me �

Does MB visit you in your dreams and torment you or something?
Seems like you have a ‘hard one’ concerning MB. I don’t think that’s
healthy for you bro.

Well I was referring specifically to your writing as poorly done and
not very creative. You are still a shill, but hey nice try once again.
Keep those shill pieces going I love a good laugh! Esp at the
expense of shills and the deep state!

Folks, isn’t Biggs interesting? He poohpoohs the site and its people,
yet he knows all the articles. He studies the site very well and like a
lot of us, he can’t wait for the next article. Funny,

No, they were trying to make the executions less expensive. Looks
like the rope is the cheapest one. No bullets, no soldiers for
shooting, no ammunition.

 Just a couple of soldiers and the rope.

This immediate capture of a Deep State treasonous scum bag is an
excellent offensive move by the JAG Team. Right when she was
expected in a photo op with fake Biden. Must have been a surprise
when Pen Pritz didn’t show up. Too bag! Unfortunately this will not
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discourage the evil doers. Another mole will pop up in her place. We
need to take down the whole gang instead of one at time. Is that
even possible?

It is not possible to take down all the Mole People at once. Their
population is tremendous, it probably far exceeds the human
population.

Did you ever think you could be wrong? After all you are human
right? Some times I even wonder!

I am human, and there are many things that I wonder if I’m wrong
about. But “RRN is fiction” is not one of those things. RRN is goofy
as hell.

Not impossible, have to think outside the box, systematically
attacking their infrastructure with meticulous precision, could say,
collapsing their fortress from within i.e., causing rats to jump ship.

I think the white hats need to do something about the deep state
disinformation agents running free on Twitter. Are they still believing
that Jessie Czebotar is the escaped Illuminati Queen Mother of
Darkness? If they have seen through her like so many others have
why do they allow them to continue to divide and disinform the
public? It shouldn’t be that difficult to expose her but they deliberately
let her keep going.

In her early days she was supposedly “working with the White Hats”.
So who were these White Hats that listened to her testimony? Are
they still in charge? If they haven’t seen that she is a fraud and done
something about it, why not?

My concern is that some people desperately want to cling to the
status quo regardless of what color hat they claim to wear.

what has she said and done to lead you to the conclusion she is a
fraud—-you make an accusation at least give some substance—–I
have heard her speak and never heard anything that would lead me
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to that conclusion—-

I hope all of Peitzker’s assets are sized, after all she did try to scam
us out of $200,000,000.00, While in the act of supporting a
thoroughly corrupt Ukrainian government. I wonder if someone else
was to get a % cut of that $200 million. And another one bites the
dust.

Sorry but that’s a guy, just like so many on this web site. Satan has
been busy appointing trannies to high positions. Gross!

The same applies to Laurel “N Hardy-HardON” Loomer and Mark
Taylor Greene(berg) as they are both captured assets for the
godless Baphomet Cabal! Those two men are Communist infiltrators!

I wouldn’t care if Marjorie Taylor Green was Bozo the Clown. She is
a courageous fighter against the DS. What’s your beef?!!!

Very hood. Give her what she deserves. If she has committed
treason then she has to pay for it because she lied to the American
people. Good riddance to a disgusting traitor 😒 🙄.

WOW GO TO CHRISTIES DOT COM & SEE ALL THE
ROTHSCHILDS TREASURES THEY HAVE ON SALE IN OCTOBER
– SOME ONLINE SOME AT CHRISITES. DATING BACK TO THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. FKN JU-BAS-TERD THIEVES – BANKERS R
ALL THIEVES. BESIDES THESE DEMONS FINANCING BOTH
SIDES OF WARS FOR FKN CENTURIES.

I believe you’re correct. The nwo is being decimated right now as
Trump has taken their money away. They are desperate but that
makes them even more dangerous. The US debt clock changed as
of 9/23 (always a significant date) so I believe the tide has turned.
Keep praying and be prepped up.people!

Just looked at the debt clock , just like always. How did it change?
There’s nothing different except more debt accumulation. 🤔
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It no longer lists the Federal Reserve. The US Trade Deficit with
China is going down. There are others I’m not recalling right now
though.

Go to right lower corner. It now shows that BRICS is pricing gold at
$135,000+ an ounce. Pretty big change don’t you think?

President Trump should have an E.O. to cover that to snatch the
spoils before they come to auction. It belongs to the people should
be on display at a museum not sold off to the highest bidder. That’s if
there hands are dirty?

All of that “treasure” belongs in museums where all the people can
see and appreciate it. I have a vision of a time in which the best
people, meaning those kind angels among us who give so much, the
truly virtuous, are gifted with all “expenses” paid vacations for a
week? a month? to live in the loveliest places… special homes
(beside the water, the ocean… there are so many hogged by these
thieves) not so much “luxurious” in the sense of overpriced claptrap
but beautiful…3

 I recently watched the 3 season production of “Versailles” (yes, too
much sex and gore and… ) however the beauty of that Palace is just
mindblowing. I am not happy that the DS treats themselves to fancy
feasts in the “hall of mirrors” one of King Louis XIV’s proudest
accomplishments. By the way I 100% know that it is not politically
correct to find anything acceptable about that story because
(although only depicted sparsely in the story) King Louis XVI really
abused the people with outrageous taxation and repression to get it
out of them. He probably would have had an even more beautiful
palace if he included and rewarded the people (somehow, details
need to be worked out with a pragmatist…) in the creation of it so
that they could share in the achievement which so obsessed him.

 The good thing about watching these quasi-historical Phantasms is
that it provokes me to start doing some research. Perhaps a
historian among you here on the board can fill in some relevant info.
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(I already know that the place outtright STANK because it had no
toilets and chamberpots contents were dropped out the nearest
window by the overworked chambermaids ….)

THERE ARE DOZENS OF SITES THAT ARE LISTING THE
ROTHSCHILDS SALES AT CHRISTIES IN NYC. STUFF THEY
COLLECTED OVER THEIR CENTURIES OF THIEVIERY PLUS
ALL THEIR JEWELS ETC. NY POST, CHRISTIE’S WEBSITE
ITSELF. EVEN THE JEWISH BUSINESS NEWS….HAHAHA

We will also detail why White Hats haven’t simply bombed it into
oblivion.” YEAH I’D LOVE TO HEAR THIS BULLSHIT STORY.
ALLOWED TO REMAIN 3 FKN YEARS DESTROYINBG OUR
COUNTRY. WHY THE FK WEREN’T ALL OF THEM TAKEN DOWN
BEFORE THEY SENT 1 FKN DIME TO NAZI PEDOPHILE
GEORGE SOROS NEPHEW ZELENSKY???

BECAUSE OF THE PEOPLE WHO ARE STILL ASLEEP AND HAD
TO SEE IT ALL BEFORE THEY WOULD BELIEVE IT. YES IT
SUCKS.

You do realize that those people who you refer to as asleep are the
same ones who believe man is naturally good and think Tyler Perry
has a good heart, and are bleeding liberal hearts right here, RIGHT?
The fact of the matter is the willful dead will always remain willfully
dead! Free will is a myth, and majorities have never ruled….. Only a
faithful minority base have ruled throughout history as most people
want to simply be left alone… These sleepers who you refer to will
remain dead. Dead in their trespasses against God and His law, and
most likely highly VaXXXed ! WAKE UP!

And they will remain asleep as long as the corrupt MSM keep
singing their LALABYE bullshit and casting their satanic spells as
they have for decades.

Waiting for the normie sleepers to wake is a waste of time. Time to
move on from that fallacy. They are holding the rest of us up.
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Yes… they should be considered casualties of war! They are lost for
good! Willful cognitive dissonance! Half my family (Mom,Dad, Sister,
brother, and all in-law spouses). My other sister and I will be the only
2 to survive this assuming the supposed “white hats” act in the next
century!

TELL THAT TO TEAM q tard.Apparently the satanists capitulated to
trump in 2017 2018 and 2019 . .the last 3 and a half years have
been a movie to wake the normies up. You see the best way to wake
folks up regarding vaccines being depopulation tools is to murder
them with said vaccine.

From personal contacts, I’m convinced that citizens of countries
previously occupied (and pillaged) by the Soviet Union, can never
see or be convinced that “any good thing” can ever come out of
Moscow. (Meaning, they believe that Vlad would never help “us”.
The opposite.)

Russia was and is currently a Christian country. It was taken over by
the Kahzarian mafia – the phoney Jews decended from Caine (and
not Abel) in 1917, led by Lenin, Marx and Stalin. Russia suffered
terribly under Communist rule for 70+ years and commited many
atrocities under the Russian banner. Hitler knew this in 1940 and
that’s why he attached Russia in WW2. Vlad Putin, or at least the
current iteration of him, is working with Trump and Xi to rid the world
of these evil scum Zionists that have infiltrated every country, control
all the banks/financial systems, the courts, pharma companies,
religions, etc., and were ready to eliminate 7+ billion people because
we were getting harder to control and were deemed useless eaters.
JFK tried to take them on and was publically assasinated as a
warning to others. The ‘plan’ has been in existance for at least 80
years and Trump and the White Hats have finally accomplished it,
with some divine help of course. We are currently in the clean
up/transition phase but very close to the end.
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Bolshevik jew monsters from New York, taking Vladimir Lenin as
their leader, became the Soviet Union Communist Commissars,
butchering as many Christians as they possibly could. Putin
executed the last of the Commissars, and built hundreds of Russian
Orthodox churches. Russian people are free.

How are you so sure we are close to the end. If it’s been going on for
80+ years maybe it will take another 80+ years.

People keep saying it’s “event driven” not “time driven”. Till we know
what event it will take for the truth to come out, it could take many
more years.

 If they continue to let the MSM keep lying about most things it will
take a lot longer than we the people have to live.

logic and rational thought are not welcome in the echo chamber of
trust the plan retards. You must be a biden loving democrat.
Everyone that doesnt trust the plan loves biden and hates old people
and beats dogs.

I understand your frustration and skepticism completely but if you
really analyze what is/has been going on over the last 5-6 years you
will realize that we are in the ‘end game’ right now. There realy can
be no other possibility.

Putin was executed by the Russian military in 2015. It’s likely that
this information has been leaked to any interested parties. We are
not the only country whose citizens are watching and participating in
the takedown of the cabal and world government.

I wouldn’t have believed Vlad would help us either but a little bird told
me things have changed. The bird gets around too.

Do you realize the Russian revolution was planned and executed. In
New York City by Jacob Schiff where they trained 300 Bolshevik
Jews to murder the Romano family mostly women. And started the
Communist Soviet Union in Russia.
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Ps.. You been brainwashed like the rest of us. On everything. Until
we understand who the real enemy is will we be set free.

Correct, but one of the Romanov’s daughter was ‘rescued’ from the
slaughter (time travel?) and is reported to be Melania’s
relative/bloodline. Sounds plausable in this crazy time we are living
in, doesn’t it?

Too bad the “edit” function here is very “iffy”, at best. Wish I could
contribute, so you’d fix it! But early on, when I was stating facts
online about the Kennedy assassination (I was young then) & about
the 911 shit show, I was defrauded of serious funds. Woke me up
even more. Retrospectively, I can’t help thinking this was to shut me
up. Certainly, it has constrained my range of ACTION, but it’s not
easy to shut me up. Indeed, I’ve become more determined to have
my say. For free & for freedom. Make of it what you will.

MB made edit removing 200.000 dollar amount in adage: “what’s
good enough for thee, but not for we”.

In Brooklyn we have a saying that streets are named after someone:
“one-way”.

Evidently, what’s good for the goose, is not good for the gander.

Please … that obviously makes too much sense. The comment says
he was posting too fast. Why would anyone even think that posting
slower might correct the problem.

I wish you could contribute more too it is still very likely that the
people who have the most interesting things to reveal are still
silenced, blocked, and banned.

Please don’t be silenced. People should be able to read around a
typo by now but you could always copy your post from a word
processor to the site if that helps.
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There must be a HUMUNGO reason why Rothschild’s treasures are
being sold off at Christies New York…as reported by New York Post
Sept. 6, 2023…mmmmm confiscation of assets??? Check it out.

Mary Austin is auctioning off Freddie Mercury’s items. Does that
mean she’s part of all this too? No.. why bother keeping material
things is all it is. Why the big to doo about selling stuff?.. ain’t
nothing.. 🙃

She is selling Prince’s items because he is ‘dead’. Does that mean
the Rothschilds are dead too?

Many YouTube short vids of celebrity real estate sales, under market
fast sales.

Many celebrities dropped-out of sight, not a peep from them, though
seen in same ol’e regurgitated YT shorts vids e.g., Stallone &
Travolta, Willis and others.

It’s known Fauci made pre-recorded videos.

Buzz, Rolling Stones going on tour, could call it: “Lip Sync Tour”,
making Milli Vanilli look like amateurs.

Lol John I like how the dudes you picked as examples of celebritis
that don’t do a whole lot of movies and public events anymore are all
like 75 years old

Yep, they all ‘aged’ pretty quickly(Celine Dion) and/or have mental
deterioration (Bruce Willis) once their adrenochrome supply got cut
off.

Adrenochrome will do that Biggs. Wait to you see those that were
thought dead but have been protected by the military alliance and
are still alive.

We actually don’t. It already has been paid off to the crooks – around
20 trillion dollars. Once the debt was paid off, we reconfiscated the
money under Trumps executive order pertaining to crimes against
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humanity. Trump also bankrupted the US CORPORATION that
usurped our republic bac in 1871. I just read an article recently
where the Pentagon doesn’t know how it has 20+ trillion $ in its
account. The White Hat Generals there are ‘holding’ it for
Nesara/Gesara along with an additional 300 Trillion dollars (yes 300
T) that was confiscated from the elite scum and will go to the rest of
the world as repatriation for all the money they stole from everyone
over the centuries to keep us as debt slaves. That does not include
the supposedly 39 Quadrillion dollars or so of gold found in various
tunnels under the Vatican and elsewhere that were hundreds of
kilometers long and stacked from floor to ceiling on both sides with
gold bars that had been stolen from humanity over thousands of
years. It took 650 large cargo plane loads just to remove the gold
from under the Vatican and bring it to the US. The world will be debt
free and issue gold/silver backed currencies. The BRICS countries
have already done this and the whole world will follow with the
US/Russia/China leading the way.No more famine, poverty, wars,
debt, and diseases – once Medbeds become public. We are actually
living in the most wondrous times for humanity. This was promised to
us by our creator – 1000 years of peace, love, health and happiness
(its in the bible).

YES 650 GIANT CARGO PLANES OF STOLEN GOLD FROM
UNDER THE VATICAN FROM TAXES, THIEVIERY, CHILD
TRAFFICKING ALL DONE FOR THE LAST 2,000 YEARS &
LONGER. AND DON’T FORGET THE GOLD FROM UNDER THE
“CITY OF LONDON” & UNDER THE PALACE OF THE DEMONS
THE FAKE WINDSORS.

Few photos ‘were’ floating of a 100 ton mobile crane at Vatican,
crane capable of lifting railroad cars.

Many know the three crime families are the Vatican, City of London
and Washington DC, their sovereign rein “allegedly” at nears end.
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It’s a wait and see in how the house of cards completely fall, not to
exclude retaliatory interference, they’re not going to simply roll over.

Buzz of Black Swan event imminent, that’s ‘more’ than likely, who
knows how it could go, though it won’t be good.

No doubt we’re on the precipice of it, and it’s knocking, and those
that fail to prepare to secure essential necessities will have issues
when SHTF.

In analyzing mindset of others, I randomly ask people: “are you
capable of slaughtering your family dog, and feeding it to your kids
when all else fails”?

Survey: 7 out-of 10 are dumbfounded, few go into WTF freak-out
mode, which is hilarious to watch. 1 out-of 10 say: “no problem killing
dog.” One guy said: “gotta kill the mother-in-law too, one less mouth
to feed”.

Conduct your own survey folks, identify weak links in your realm, and
align yourself with like-minded people for success. Know your
neighbors, conduct risk assessments.

PS: make a list of dog households in your neighborhood, acquire a
crossbow too, menu says: “Fido Pizzaiola”, with side of pasta.

Your a fkn idiot.. after the dog then what? Your one of the useless
eaters.. grow your food you lazy eff.. geesh

Actually his post was pretty spot on until he segued into killing dogs
and relatives for food. To each his own.

No question that parts of the ‘real’ bible have been omitted (ie Book
of Exodus for one example) and other parts manipulated (King
James version), there are still original versions extant (in Vatican and
in Ethiopia, and other places), so the ‘real’ word of God will be
coming back and soon.
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That is a hugh glass of HOPEIUM and I’m onboard, even though
almost all my family and friends are gone. I don’t see a future of
happiness and smiles, but it’s not about me it’s about the children of
the future.

We can get rid of some of the people in power at this point in time.
When it comes to the common person on the street good luck.

There are millions and millions of people that agree with everything
that is happening and don’t want change. They like LGBTQ-I
garbage, Drugs, Sex of every type and with anything, children
included.

 What is the world going to do with all the millions of strange and
weird people once the governments of the world fail. A few thousand
of government people can be replaced, millions of weird people can’t
just be fixed over night or over years for that matter.

 We’ve had generations of kids in school brainwashed, as well as
adults by the MSM. The bigger problem is the people not the
government few.

Correct. But the people that won’t change and accept the new reality
(matrix) will not fare well when their reality/belief system comes
crashing down all around in one fell swoop. At least 5% or so will not
make the transition and will be lost unfortunately.

Omg.. your not one of those are you? There’s no Nesara/ Gesara
going to happen. You better hope not… seriously think about it..
you’ll be paying upwards of 17% tax on everything new.. your CC’s
will go to zero but now you don’t have any. When your bank owned
mortgage goes to zero, you don’t get to keep a free home.. etc etc..
✔💯

That’s all nonsense Linda. There will be a flat 14% tax only on new
items. There will be no other taxes like income taxes or taxes on any
essential items like food, clothing, etc. Energy and healthcare will be
free and available to everyone. Used items, like homes, cars, etc.,
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will not be taxed when bought or sold. Many other positives too long
to include here. But, of course you can continue believing what you
want to believe because breaking free from the ‘created matrix’ will
be very difficult for many people.

Says you. Good luck when your belief system comes crashing down
all around you. I guess you will just KillemAll.

D.U.M.B,S. (Deep Underground Military Bases)

Trolls who do ZERO research, want you to believe that nothing has
changed or been done, that RRN is satire, and that White Hat
activity is non-existent! They don’t give a dam about a single fact or
they are computer programs.

So here is a PROOF that you yourself can easily see with the USGA,
to refute their intoxicated, inebriated or software / hardware claims.

The White Hats have been systematically destroying these DUMBS
for years now with explosives. The majority of these DUMBS are at
10 kilometers depth.

My wife has been monitoring The US Geological Survey for seismic
activity all over the world for over 20 years.

When they started the blowing up of all of these labyrinths of evil,
earthquakes were the result, and she noticed an impossible change
to natural plate tectonic earthquake activity. But, it wasn’t natural?

Suddenly all the earthquake depths for each and every
earthquake, were recorded by the USGS, to be at 10 kilometers
depth, without deviation. Over and over and over it repeated.
These were earthquakes caused by the destruction of DUMBS,
even in non-earthquake areas.

This is never the case with natural earthquakes, the depths
always vary. Check it out for yourself, you have years of
documented earthquakes, I think back to 1950 or ’60, each with
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a different depth, before 2017.

The White Hats are working for us, Prove this for yourself by visiting
the USGS. You can believe.

Thanks. The USGA tries to explain the phenomena away with back
treading drivel. But, none of there excuses really hold up to
earthquakes before 2017. Why such an immediate change of
behavior and why no such explanation-excuse for years prior? Then
with these occurrences happening over and over again for years, it
becomes clear, that this is new behavior for new situations. A
COVER-UP!

 You have to see the data and changes, they are wildly convincing.

The galactics are also heavily involved in blowing up and killing
reptilians. The total dirty dogs, behind the billionaire richies, that are
fucking up all of society. Last year there was heavy seismic activity in
the Phoenix, AZ area that the Pleiadians were drowning the lizard
bastards with heavy flooding after a couple of 5 richter shakers. They
terminated a large hive of lizard-tards in AZ, that were in control of
the politicians and child trafficking….

I heard these things and was skeptical but a few years ago I saw an
amazing looking light show that appeared to be enormous blasts of
light coming from underground. It went on for hours and at the end
some orb rose up to the top of the sky. I actually got the entire thing
on video. It was along the Potomac river right where the park is
closed near a school for the elite.

Not only at the 10 kilometer depth but registering around 2 on the
Richter scale. That can also be looked up.

Dutchsinse on his earthquake channel has been faithfully pointing
out the shallow 2.0 earthquakes for years. Check him out. He is very
skilled, often going head to head with the lying USGS.
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The USGS earthquake map shows earthquakes at a variety of
depths. It does not show all earthquakes at 10 km.

What source of data for earthquake depths are you using?

Ask yourself this. If they are Military bases, then why did the military
do this evil and now they are reversing it?.. lol.. so delusional y’all
are.. 😆

Lmao dude this is absolute nonsense. Just in the past day the USGS
map shows 38 earthquakes ranging from 3.8 km to 611.4 km

earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquake/map/

Literally anyone can look at the USGS map for 5 seconds and see
that your “each and every earthquake is recorded at 10 km depth” is
completely false dude.

No one said that each and every earthquake that has happened
recently is at 2 on the Richter scale or only 10 kilometers deep. Of
course there are many ‘natural’ earthquakes at varying depth and
intensities occuring all the time. But, there has been an inordinate
amount of seismic activity at the 10 kilometer depth and around 2 on
the Richter scale over the last 5-6 years. But, of course you can
believe whatever you want to believe.

i heard one myself ~3-4yrs ago in residential NE area, it was said to
have been an earthquake but seemed too fast, also the time was at
exactly 2AM.

 about 1.5 decades before i could hear what sounded like heavy
construction vehicles underground in wee hours of the morning
where defuct bell labs stands, ~10miles from epicenter, now. no
above ground construction at that time, also reports of UFOs in area,
one such was a week after 911 where someone was supposedly
“chased” by one for several miles along nearby county road
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Well done! GLAD you/they are ON it! Glad you GRABBED her
‘without incident’, or losses to the WH team. Trial & sequel in due
course. Look fwd to a ‘tour’ of the movie set White House. Georgia
again. We’ll see what happens. MAGA!

Well, we know actor Struan Rodger plays Joe Biden and he reports
to POTUS Trump.

I don’t think the nation should continue to watch POTUS Trump and
Military’s popcorn movies any longer because the Nazi Americans
will forever be hypnotized, divided, and deluded.

POTUS Trump and Military should just commandeer the 1 billion
aliens back across the Mexico border and seal the border wall
opening. Americans need to return to rebuilding the nation’s
infrastructure and lives.

POTUS Trump and Military should just go to the cameras and inform
Americans of the Truth. If the Nazis suicide, flip into insanity, and run
to the streets in unbridled rage shooting everything in sight, so be it.

AMERICANS ARE OVER THESE POPCORN MOVIES. NAZIS
BEWARE, YOU’RE ON THE NATION’S SHOOTING DUCK RANGE.
WE BAG ALL OF YOU IN THIS COMPETITION TO THE VERY
LAST.

“1 billion aliens back across the Mexico border?”

What the he’ll are you talking about?

it might as well be a billion aliens. SHIP THEM ALL BACK. they do
not belong here. they are illegals, lawbreakers. I am sick of all of it.

I’m fine with everything except the stupid wall. If you have patriots in
charge you don’t need a wall, but if you have traitors in charge a wall
does nothing. Europe is presently fuill of Africans and Middle
Easterners. Zero of them walked, drove or sailed there.They were
nearly all flown in by the UN in cahoots with treasonous national
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governments. That is also what would be happening in the USA if
there was border enforcement or a wall, because the USA also has
traitors in charge of everyting. The wall is just a talking point to
explain things to simpletons. A literary theme. I wish people would
stop babbling about Muh Wall endlessly, just as I wanted them to
stop babbling about Muh Terrorists and St Barry’s birth certificate
ten-twenty years ago. It’s irrelevant and stupid. It wouldn’t matter
where he was born if he was an American patriot, and it wouldn’t
matter how American he was as long as he’s also a CIA Manchurian
candidate who wants to destroy the USA. That’s what every other
damn president in our lifetime have been as well, other than Trump
and Reagan before Bush shot him.

The U.S. Constitution states that the president must:

Be a natural-born citizen of the United States
Be at least 35 years old
Have been a resident of the United States for 14 years

Despite your OPINION, it really DOES matter where Barry S –
Obama was born.

 Despite your OPINION, the wall seems to matter greatly to 45.
 And, a great many “migrants” seem to have landed by boat on

Lampedusa.

Yes, your exalted traitors and chiefs must be Americans while they
destroy you. I know. But the wall is and always has beeen stupid.
Just enforce the border and stop forcing globalist and communist
suicide-policies on Latin America and elsewhere like the USA has
systematically been doing since WWI at least and it’ll stop almost
immediately. Everyone with a couple of brain cells rattling around in
their skulls should be able to understand this. Also, even if you have
your stupid wall treasonous officials can just fly people in. You know,
like the treasonous officials in Europe did to destroy Europe.
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Not sure if I can explain this any simpler. The wall = moronic
nonsense. If it’s “important to 45” that just means he must be a
moron too. A theatrical moron, perhaps, but definitely a moron.

anyone who wants to get to the united states can buy a 200 dollar
plane ticket and be here in a matter of hours. the wall is pretty damn
stupid

The wall is for optics and was left incomplete for a specific reason.
You don’t quite understand that do you?

No, I do understand it. It’s a movie prop so the dumbed down
audience will understand what the genre is. Embarrassing to laugh
when it’s supposed to be a sci fi like I did during Alien: Covenant,
and it’s presumably embarrassing to cry or get vomitous if it’s a
comedy like everyone did at Big Bang Theory. But a solution to
rampant mass immigration and demographic weapons of mass
destruction walls are not. Maybe before planes were invented. Or
sailing ships and ports…Just not, you know, centuries after they
were.

Don’t forget Kennedy He was a patriot a well. And Andrew Jackson,
a battle-hardened general who fought in the War of 1812 that started
because the Rotschild’s were denied a renewed central bank charter
in America by Jefferson, was not afraid to stand up to a Rothschild
who wanted his hide. He fought back!

They don’t teach you this in the history books, at schools or colleges.

Perhaps 20 million, 30 million, 40 million illegal aliens in the US at
least. With this new information just released that illegal aliens will
need to return to their own countries to receive their payments
owed to them from the recovered world plunder, there will soon be a
massive exodus of illegals out of the US and European nations. Most
people love their own countries where their deceased families are
buried, where their history is remembered. The rest will be
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systematically caught and deported, tracking them with their free
cellphones, while the many hired as actors will just be told to go
home, checks will await you there.

According to the US National Debt Clock, household assets are 157
trillion, assets per citizen are 586,960, payable in US Treasury
notes backed by gold, Federal Reserve gone, temporarily using the
currency in circulation, series 2017 the latest.

https ://usdebtclock.org

THE FKN US TREASURY IS FILLED WITH CORRUPT CROOKS
ALSO NOT JUST THE FED. EVERY PART OF THE JEW-SA
GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO BE DESTROYED & EVERY 1 OF ITS
CORRUPT COPS, POLITICIANS, MILITARY, LAWYERS, JUDGES,
SCIENTISTS, MILITARY INDUFTRIAL SCUMBAGS,
CORPORATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN POISONING US FOR
DECADES, ALL NEED TO BE FKN EXECUTED ALONG WITH
EVERY LYING JU-BAS-TERD OF THE MEDIA – MAINSTREAM &
SOCIALIST MEDIA. ALL TRAITORS MUST BE SENT TO HELL.

Many of these ‘people’ do not have souls. This reality is ‘it’ for
them.That is why they are fighting so hard, to keep this matrix going.

Yes, terrorists of ILHAN OMAR in Minnesota.
 Reportedly one of the first congresswomen to be tried and executed.

Yes, but they can’t just release it to the general population because
everyone will be ‘rich’ and no one will want to work and society will
crumble. No one will be producing/ growing food or manufacturing
essentials, etc. It has to be handled correctly. History has many
examples of societies given ‘everything’ and it wasn’t long before
they fell apart and ‘disappeared’. We can’t make that same mistake
this time.
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When all war is stopped then Nesara and Gesara will begin. ALL
people will have to return to their country of origin to receive this,
they will run back to their country.

The greatest show on earth, has another twist in the plot. The real
JFK jr is still alive right now as David Quigley. The imposter that was
switched at age 9 was called John John. It may be true that “JJ” is
still alive, by switching out a pilot in his plane that C4 explosive put
on the plane to kill JJ which the whole world “believes” to be JFK jr
and the imposter is also still alive. The real JFK jr was renamed by
the powers of darkness as David Quigley.

I know, the truth is/can be… stranger than fiction. When you look at
this man and hear him talk about his life, its a sad story. It is also
believable. If this twist in life plot intrigues you to look further, he is
on his telegram channel called “the fall of camelot”. Recently he was
also on the “redneck renegade” channel in an interview trying to
show the people who he is and share the story of his sad life where
they killed his entire family which were replaced with doubles. If this
is the MO of the deep state to have doubles for biden trump etc…
Why is it so hard to imagine that they switched out the real JFK jr at
age 9? If this is not talked about, how will people not hear?

Is it also hard to imagine that they ‘created’ this JFK Jr. switch out
story as purposeful disinfornation to counter the truth?

They already are shipping the illegals out, daily on 747’s. Usually 4
plane full per day. Heading south to South America and then
returning to do it again the next day. They’ve been doing this for a
very long time.

Given that some are stating this site is tied to, “META”, and thus a
Financial MSM Instrument of the Rockefeller Cabal’s Portion of the
Global Satanic Khazarian Cabal…

 Given, that I have not seen two things as Concrete prof, in
connection with any article here… #1. Being Proof of Life # Arrest of
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Stated Offender. #2. Being Proof of Execution of stated Offender and
The Specific Uniform Code of Military Justice Charges Being Read
at the Given Military Tribunal. Also The Geneva Accords Violations
Would Be Formally Read and the Violator would be formally Charged
with Each Violation… These Criminals Now, one and all Are
Classifiable as Enemy Combatants Out of Uniforms and In the
Process of Afflicting Mass Casualties Against the Sovereign Living
People of this Nation… Some of The Politically Indoctrinated out
there with I.Q, Arguably Less than 80 Points are Sublimely in full
belief that such statements all constitute “Conspiracy Theories”…
Inability to Discern the Difference between Concrete Realities and
Pre Verifiable Concepts, in this case is due cause for a
Psychological Baker acting of the given “Brainwashed Programmed
Life Form” They Must be verified as Capable of Safe Performance of
their Professional Duties, as well as basic issues such as whether
they can actually safely operate heavy machinery. Many have severe
brain damage from Posing with masks and portraying Safe activity,
and the resulting Hypoxia has Rendered them mentally Incapable of
many common tasks we take for granted… At this Time Research
Paper Level Transparency, Accountability, and Verification via
provable Open Source Sites will Render Your Statements as Legally
Valid… I Believe You should and With Great Severity Urge you to
Seek Permanent Residence on a Marine Military Base for the
Duration of the War. This is a War. Make no mistake. Several of my
Commanders were verifiably Murdered by FEMA, after they were
deceived or threatened into transferring their Knowledge base into
what would be definable as an Expert System level…One was
apparentlu used to Design and construct a Full Sheltered Above and
Underground Communications Base, that Most Certainly Can
Operate in the Stead of the Mt. Weather facility… I am going to get
to the bottom of just what this site really is… If it Is what I Hope it is
not. Remember this You Have then Been Mocking and Spitting Upon
the Graves of those who I Truely Witnessed As Being Everything
You are are then Not. Prove Yourself and Accept Proper Protection
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under War Protection Right as an American Combatant. You Should
Be Working Directly with those Like Benjamin Fulford and Others in
direct Coordinated Tactical and Strategic manners. I am now a Living
Witness to Numerous Military Deaths and Public Mass Murdered Via
Biological Weaponry.. In addition over 30% of All First Gulf War
Troops were Directly Slain by Fratricidal Action of the Rockefeller
Cabal’s design… I will take Multiple Polygraphs concerning my
Statements here. Modern Computer Logarithms Render Polygraphs
to be almost Unquestionable in terms of accuracy… I will meet with
you at a JAG Facility and Pay for the tests to be done in front of a
JAG Officer. Not One Time have you Ever Published a Single
Statement that I Posted and I do indeed Verify the Emails sent out
after posting each statement. Check…

We should work together to verify the stories on this site. One thing I
can’t stand is being lied to. Any evidence that can prove or disprove
a story should be posted. There is so much disinformation going on
that we must work together to find the truth. Please let us know what
you find out.

One thing that bothers me about Fulford is he didn’t say who at JAG
he talked with. It would have been good if he talked with Smith, and
let’s face it Fulford’s sources are not the greatest.

Any place information can be found, using discernment. People that
have skills of finding information, like the folks on 8 kun.

 If you find something post it and the source so we can check it out.

The three I just mentioned do not use discernment. They use
algorithms that they designed to fit their agenda and what the
CIA/FBI tell them to do.

You are correct, I received one of those Rockefeller kill shot vaccines
by force from the army but survived despite them. The only good jew
is a dead jew.
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What does one see if one drives past the 1900 Penn Ave. address?
Walks by? or signs up for a white house tour? I used to live close
enough to do that on a weekend but alass live too far away now.

It’s still there, Secret Service on the grounds, snipers on the roof,
people coming in and out. You can get tour tickets through your
member of Congress.

I just heard on We The People NEWS on rumble 9/23 that the illegal
migrants won’t be getting any of the new quantum financial system
money unless they go back to the countries they belong to.

I have a problem with we the people censoring the comment section.
If you don’t kiss mary and the phoney thor butt and point out the
dates they give that never come to pass like the EBS being activate,
you are not allowed to comment. Those that use censorship in my
view can’t be trusted.

I was banned 3 months ago simply for commenting about all the
dates that were given about the EBS being activated, Trump being
reinstated, and Diana being crown queen. Each and every time the
date came and when. Nothing from them on why they just pretended
they never said anything.

 I kept bringing it up and I was banned because of it. If they truly were
telling truth, they wouldn’t fear any comment.

This is technically true that illegal immigrants wont be getting any
‘quantum financial system money’, but that’s because it’s fictional
and nobody anywhere will be getting it.

It’s so disheartening that at THIS POINT, biden is still appointing
more criminals? He still has so much freedom to roam and create
havoc among all of us. HE’s still stealing $$$$ for the
criminals……………….. Where does it all end? This is absolutely
NUTS! THen, still NO WORDS on Maui………………….. and the
children. They keep telling us that the white hats are in control, but I
find it so difficult to believe any more……………….
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God lets the baby rapists live and flourish but he needs to go after
folks posting things you don’t like on a fringe internet forum?

Sadly this is the standard level of logic and reason from normal trust
the planners.

Lol if God really wants to strike me down just for posting comments
on a blog, then so be it �

Incorrect. I am real, Fishslap. I’m far more real than the White Hats,
because you can actually talk and interact with me. You can’t interact
with Michael Baxter’s fan-fiction stories.

I don’t consider brainwashed people real humans. More like zombies
in a bad TV show. And zombies aren’t real = you’re not real. It’s
logic, see. Everything becomes easy with logic.

But, rather apparently, the Black Hats are real. Biggs being one.
Hard worker – on the case here every day. It must serve a purpose
to tolerate him. For now.

The Black Hats are also not real, Pally. I mean like yeah bad and
greedy people exist of course, but not as some massive singular
global organization. I’m not ‘on a case’ or ‘serving a purpose’ by
poking fun at your guys, I just find it entertaining.

The gray hats are dragging their feet because they don’t want to lose
their wealth and power, so they make up these bs excuses as to why
they don’t activate the EBS and do the mass arrest. They are going
to drag this out far beyond 2024 and no action to remove the fraud
machine. They are using the carrot on the stick to keep the masses
complacent.

 There are no white hats only gray hats, that don’t have the moral
fiber to do what is right.

There is much to be said about the phrase “you are watching a
movie”. If you think of this in terms of the Internet and MSM, you’ll
soon realise that the information flow is mostly illusory, or
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holographic in nature.

The Internet can only be discerned on the screen in front of you. The
rest of its components are electrical signals being constantly coded
and decoded in real time amidst a whole bunch of servers and
cabling.

We are in fact, existing within a matrix that is displayed to us on
devices (tv, PC, tablet, phone, radio). The matrix can easily be
manipulated to alter our perception of reality, as long time journalist
and author David Icke has been saying for years.

Much of our news and information comes to us via devices as
above, but the question we should be asking is: how real is it?

Many of you who come to this site (apart from a handful of reality
deniers) I’m sure already know the answer. It’s as fake as fuck.

We become the Glitch in the Matrix as our awareness expands.

Here’s another quote from the movie:

You Take The Red Pill, You Stay In Wonderland, And I Show You
How Deep The Rabbit Hole Goes.

OK, Michael, you’ve been outed as a fake by one of the most
respected, legitimate journalists, Benjamin Fulford. You’re a member
of the cabal, you’ve refused to respond to Ben’s repeated requests to
vet your articles, and you are begging for donations from us when
your employer, Meta, pays you very well to deliberately publish
Hopium propaganda to encourage us into thinking that tribunals are
being held, traitors are being executed, and the swamp is being
drained. YOU WRITE NOTHING BUT FICTION!!

 Unless you respond to Benjamin’s offer to contact him in order to
carry on a legitimate conversation, and to verify your supposed
‘intel’, we will keep telling everyone you are working for the dark
side.
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SMH � So if your warped mind thinks MB is writing “fiction” why do
you even show up here in the first place huh ? MB doesn’t have to
prove anything to anybody as long as he’s got the approval of JAG n
our President Trump that’s all the support MB needs period end of
sentence ‼ ‼ ‼ ‼ 

You have no idea who MB is supported by, if anyone.

You don’t even know if it’s MB? Some say there are four or five
people behind MB.

I personally think, if anything, the stories are AI enhanced now.

Don’t get me wrong. The whole “plan” idea is plausible.

There just isn’t evidence to back it up.

Anything can be made up on the internet. Anyone can make a
website and post info.

Or did you mean you personally traveled to the places in question
and interviewed family members, etc?

Yeah, there’s “no evidence of election fraud” either, they say.
 It’ll be presented, I hope, at Trump’s ‘trumped up’ trials. Bring it on!

Most of us only see and absorb what’s presented in front of us. We
need to triangulate the information flow from different angles to
discern through the fog, because essentially, what we currently see
is through the optics of a foggy lens.

If anyone thinks at this point that there wasn’t MAJOR fraud in the
2020 (and 2022) elections, and probably all ‘elections’ throughout
history, and not just in the US only but everywhere, then they are lost
causes and I wouldn’t waste any time trying to convince them
otherwise. Stalin said it best – “I don’t care who you vote for, I only
care who counts the votes’.
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Reading the tea leaves takes a lot of practice. If the insurrection Act
was invoked, most of what is described on RRN is sort of what you’d
expect to be happening, at least if the idea was to keep it covert in
order to avoid the Zombie Apocalypse. Same with Orange glory: if
he was another in a long line of sellout fakers, why did he destroy
the fascist media his comrades were using to hypnotize the
American public? It makes no sense, which is how you know it’s just
not the case. Logic comes first. Americans and Europeans used to
know that before the communist takeover. Any investigation must
begin with logic or it’ll last forever, probably be irrelevant and
certainly waste time and resources. If, then. Modus podens, modus
tollens. Rinse and repeat. And if you do that long enough there is
pretty solid evidence, because you have eliminated the impossible to
only the possible remains. Not forensic evidence but logically
coherent evidence, which is more important. If something is logically
impossible, like the “official” explanation of 9/11, then you know for
an abolute fact that it did not happen, regardless of how much
planted and otherwise fake, forensice evidence is being claimed to
the contrary.

People should start reading Sherlock Holmes books again. It’s all
explained in there.

I’ve reasoned down this path before as well.

DJT is either backed by some powerful forces, which we dub “white
hats”, or he’s controlled opposition.

Both are entirely plausible.

All I’m stating is, so far, there is no evidence behind the “spy novel”
stories written here on RRN.

The fact that they coincidentally match everything we “expect from
the plan” is a bit disconcerting.
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You’re not specific enough. You should say ‘no forensic evidence’, in
which case I’d agree. But there is logical and rational evidence. All
the moves Fake Biden has made since stealing the WH might as
well have been made by Trump and hypothetical white hats,
because all of it makes Trump more popular and Fake Biden more
despised. So Fake Biden must either work for Trump or his Easter
Bunny nannies are all morons who don’t understand the simplest
thing. Both are possible, but which one is more likely? Every existing
legal and political precedent broken so the next patriot to take power
in the USA can smack all previous fake and treasonous presidents in
the mouth with these new, Maoist precedents. How would you have
tried, arrested and hanged traitors like for example Obama without
this happening? That would have made you the unequivocal bad
guy, wouldn’t it? But now, thanks to Fake Biden you can do it with
perhaps dominant public support. Turnaround is fair play, after all.

 Also, I feel as if I have proof that Trump is not controlled opposition.
Destroyed the fascist media, didn’t start any wars, backed out of
communist conspiracies like Paris and NAFTA the DC ghouls had
spent decades pushing the USA into etc, etc. And if he isn’t
controlled opposition that means someone with a comprehensive
plan for it must be keeping him safe. That is indirect proof of ‘White
Hats’ existing.

 And I was on this in 2016 already in the other direction: I dismissed
Trump because he’d either be another betrayer and controlled
opposition, completely ineffective and impeached or dead. The only
way that would not happen was if he had a Plan, his own security to
push the installed Secret Service out, which is where American
assassinations traditionally come from, and powerful support,
particularly in the military that has been running around the planet
bombing the shit out of defenseless third world countries before
bragging about it all my life. I was not optimistic, to put it carefully.

Yet Trump was not ineffectual, not controlled opposition and not
dead. Why, if there aren’t ‘White Hats’ and a Plan? See, the other
thing doesn’t make sense. And if it doesn’t make sense, it probably
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can’t be true and therefore something else must be. That’s how logic
works. And logic is better than forensics for directing an
investigation. This is the evidence. If you can’t see it or you refuse to
see it, I can’t help you. But you treat these two possible interpretation
as if they’re equivalent, and they’re just not. Logic should lead
people to one over the other, forensics be damned.

Flounders, of course. It’s not even close, really. Big surface area = a
much more saitisfying slap.

Why would DJT be controlled opposition? Impossible.They could
have just let the Hildebeast win in 2016 and we would all be dead or
in FEMA ‘reducation’ camps with their 30,000 guilotines by now.
They never thought she would lose. And why would they ‘awaken’
hundreds of millions of people around the world and especially
100,000,000+ American Patriots with over 400,000,000 million guns
to defend themselves and overthrow tyrannical governments? And,
expose all the corrupt, evil, satan worshipping, child killing scum that
control everything in this matrix? Sorry, but that premise makes no
sense.

This place is obviously doing something right, judging by the plethora
of propeller-beanie shills that keep flocking here.

 ‘berniedettte’… hee hee

Ben Fulford interviewing Kim Goguen long ago said “seemed like an
AI construct” lately he’s back interviewing and taking her seriously.
Therefore he don’t trust at first and put’s out his suspicion. All I can
say is one has to tell the truth to get more truth. Give to get. Tell
some lies and it can get hung up on your own new things of truth
coming in. Some kind of galactic alliance is said to exist that made
up the B/H, W/H way to play, and they even control Trump and so,
IDK what that’s all about. They want to hide from us surface dwellers
and cloak their ships and whatever which makes them suspicious to
me.
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I wonder stuff like stringing the whole world along because they don’t
know if or might figure, it’s all going to end anyway and the people
from Venus take over or whatever happens. The great ascension
story. Basically ascension does seem to mean death and we test in
soul form if we make it up a level or not.

Mb doesn’t have to reply to anyone. Take the info or leave it. Who’s
to stop anyone was demanding Mb tell them his sources and/ or
vette him?

Tell Benjamin that I agree with Bluewater that he is full of shit! The
man is a fraud!

I remember Fulford when he first broke out in the ‘truther’ scene. He
was dropping lots of truth bombs and was an interesting follow. He
then kind of went off the reservation and claimed he was being held
against his will in some podunk jail in some little town.There were
many cries to ‘free’ Ben Fulford. Then it all went away for a long
time. Was he cloned and eliminated? Or was he bought
off/blackmailed and became controlled oposition? I don’t know but
his reappearance on the scene at this time, after a long, strange
absence smells really fishy.

He has many connections and my 10+ years experience with him
has been that he is honest and truthful. No one is right 100% of the
time. Explain why many military people have no idea about all the
arrests that are written about, and top military people are surprised
to hear so-and-so has been picked up.

 Herman Andaya was supposedly arrested. My connection in Lahaina
said he’s been seen. Why? That’s very suspect, too.

 I’ll retract anything and so will Benjamin, as soon as Michael agrees
to a conversation. What’s to fear? Ben is very friendly, and the
invitation is open!
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Why would they ‘announce’ these arrests to other military people?
That makes no sense. If they do that, they might as well announce it
to the whole world. Right now that highly classified info is on a ‘need
to know’ basis and that means few and far between individuals. Even
so, there have been ‘leaks’ even though very few know the truth. Are
these leaks true or false? That is up to each person to believe or not
including what is written here on RRN. Concerning Fulford, I have
stated that I was an early fan and follower until he kind of
disappeared for a long time under strange circumstances. Now, all of
a sudden he is back and all over the place ‘changing’ his mind about
certain ‘truths’ he was dropping earlier on. That is a little strange
don’t you think? But heck, what do I know? I can only approach
things logically, from my perspective. Everyone else does/should do
the same.

Then why won’t Michael have a conversation and prove him wrong?
Fear of exposure is the only reason…always. Until that is done,
Michael will continue to look guilty, besides, RRN is OWNED BY
META. There’s no way out of THAT ONE!

Because it’s a commie “court” of public shaming like in Maoist China.
You can’t engage in that, because whatever the case is you’ll be
destroyed. That is the purpose of this stuff.

1: It is not possible to prove a negative. For example: prove to me
that you’re not a satanist pedophile. You can’t, can you? So
obviously I have no choice but to assume you’re a satanist pedophile
until you prove me wrong.

 2: It is possible to prove a positive. That means Benjamin Shillford
should prove his spurious, slanderous claims before making them,
not embark on a communist fishing expedition while demanding
“confessions” and “debate”.

 3: You don’t debate commies. You shoot them. With guns. Or they
will certainly destroy you. The time for Americans and Europeans to
remember this is definitely nigh. Arguably even over-nigh.
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That would naturally work for both parties, then. Why doesn’t
“proving a negative” apply to Benjamin if it’s allowed to work in
Michael’s favor? To be fair, this would apply to Benjamin, also.
Where is your proof and documentation? If your “Communist Fishing
Expedition” works for Michael, who CLEARLY WORKS FOR META,
why doesn’t this same excuse work for someone else?

 Your reasoning is ridiculous and laughable. Without proof, your
excuses are B.S. NO ONE has shown one bit of evidence, only B.S.
excuses!!!

Easy, I (or anyone) can prove they are NOT a Satanist pedophile
because EVERYONE who knows you knows how you DO live your
life. Satanists drink blood and eat flesh. A simple blood test would
prove that. Evil people begin to look ugly by the simple fact that they
have evil in their DNA. Adrenochrome drinking is very difficult to
hide. That was not a good example to choose to make your point.

BENJAMIN FULFORD IS A FKN HAS-BEEN COKE SNIFFING LIAR
WHO’S “NEWS” IS NEVER RIGHT, ACCORDING TO MY HIGH UP
JAPANESE MILITARY SOURCES WHO CONTACTED ME
YESTERDAY…..FK OFF A$$WHOLE – U R A JOKE. AND IF HE
EVER WROTE FOR FORBES …THAT WAS A VERY LONG TIME
AGO. AND BTW WHO THE FK IS FORBES? ANOTHER BUNCH
OF LYING SHILLS, JUST LIKE THE JU-BAS-TERD NY TIMES
OWNED BY CABALIST JU-BAS-TERD PEDOPHILE BEZOS.

All correct except Bezos owns the Washington comPost and the
Schlesingers (sic) own the NY Slimes.

Sure, that explains why he’s so poor. I LOVE how you crazy nuts say
these things with no proof at all.

Benjamin Fulford is deep state. This is taking too long because deep
state has been infiltrated and whistleblowers are gathering evidence.
They have blue prints, video, phone conversations, recordings that
are undeniable. The DS is hanging themselves. Be patient.
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And what would be a ‘public’ arrest to you? When you see it on MSM
news or read it in the Washingto comPost, NY Slimes or the Wall St.
bsJournal?

Well, if that’s the case, then I’ll say the same about Michael’s fictional
writing. Michael has, himself, been infiltrated since he is working for
META which, EVERYONE KNOWS, is a Deep State corporation.
The White Hats are gathering evidence on Michael, with phone
conversations and recordings that are undeniable, and copies of
checks. The DS, Meta, and Michael are hanging themselves.

 Isn’t it ironic that they are doing to Michael the VERY SAME THING
you claim they are doing to Benjamin?? Maybe Michael is a
Rockefeller?Hmmm?!

Not time yet. I’m sure they have a ‘Rod of God’ waiting with its name
on it.

Yep, like all of ‘foreign occupied’ DC. Then it will be flooded to wash
away all that satanic filth.

Supposedly a few other places include The Getty Museum, Playboy
Mansion, Buckingham Palace, The Vatican. And quite a few other
places.

Are you talking about the one in DC or Tyler Perry’s playpen down in
Atlanta?

Everything he says is stale. He reflects his handlers. But sorry , its
incapable of doing better.

Her elephant ass brother should be taken…oh wth, most of fifty
states and DC are all rotten to the core…most of them ought to
share her fate; fast, efficient and over with just like one must have to
fumigate and remedy cockroaches, rats, mould, mildew, termites and
fleas!
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While most of the top blak hat echelon has been eliminated there are
still many lower level scum still out there. Last I looked, there are 3-4
hundred thousand indictments out there each containig 1-99 names.
That is a lot of people. They will all be served duing the ‘blackout’
phase when they can’t escape anywhere. That is why we have over
1 million national guard deployed throughout the 50 states and
military aircraft continuously flying in our skies, especially over deep
state hotbeds.

10-4 over and out!
 Yes indeed. There are that many…AND we also know that many of

the NG that were in DC 2021 were deputized U.S. Marshalls…that is
all we need to know.

Crooks of every kind, love of money, root of all evil. Assets are gone,
because of greed. Hanging with the wrong people, corrupts good
manners.

Somehow none of these interesting and informative articles ever
leads to the necessary immediates capable of beginning deliverance
to our nation from the coup d’etat death grip the Marxist Statist Dems
and Rinos have over our fallen nation. These would include: the
immediate reinstallation of the legally and constitutionally
elected/reelected POTUS 45,the immediate closing of our borders
against open invasion and resettlement by foreign occupiers at US
taxpayer’s expense,the immediate deportation of tens of millions of
successfully invaded,demographic changing illegal alien voters,the
immediate EO endings of both the Federal Reserve and Internal
Revenue Service signed into being during the Wilson years more
than a century ago,the end of state and federal fabrication assembly
line control-long ago formally known as the public school system
which were retooled long ago as purposed replicaters-tasked with
creating and plugging in offspring of the State,plus massive arrests,
Military Tribunals,and death sentences in both the media organum of
the Marxist Statists revolutionary machine and many other civilian
strongholds.
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Everything you have stated is correct except all of those things have
already been done (ie.IRS and Fed Res.abolished) or in the process
of being done. They know where all of the illegals are (they gave
them free phones and housing), and they will be eventually rounded
up and deported. Control of the education system has been given
back to the states which are eliminating CRT, transgender crap,
teaching useful stuff like the 3 R’s and real history, not the fabricated
one. Trump will be back as Pres. (he is still CIC), the borders will be
closed, and arrests, tribunals, and public executions of all traitors
and evil ones that have comitted crimes against humanity, etc. will
happen. It all has to be done methodically with 100% accuracy and
more importantly, with strict adherence to the original constitution.
While us ‘awake’ folks are suffering and anxious for it to happen
NOW, there are still too many people sleeping with their head in the
sand that need to wake up at least partially before everything can be
made public. If everything would happen at once, the majority could
not understand or accept it. Their whole belief system would come
crashing down at once. That would lead to many serious issues.
They, unfortunately, need to be led slowly to the new reality. If you
look closely you will see that everything is changing for the better.
Hang in there, it won’t be long now.

If they were sbolish they wouldn’t be taking federal taxes out of your
paycheck.

I think every taxpayer should go down to the personnel office and
change their W2 form to twenty dependents.

No more money for our thieving corrupt government.

“If they were sbolish they wouldn’t be taking federal taxes out of your
paycheck.”

Exactly my point.

They were abolished and folded into the Treasury Dept. along with
Fed. Reserve. Read my answer to you above for more clarity.
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If the Federal Reserve Band and the Department of IRS was merged
with the Department of Treasury. It’s more like a conglomerant of
agencies in one.

Which they continue to siphon money off the taxpayers and put into
their own political pockets.

Taxpayers are still filing income taxes.

Probably the Treasury Dept. but not the IRS anymore. Anyhow, you
will be returned any income taxes you paid (the original constitution
explicitly states that personal income taxes are illegal), along with
any usury/fraudulent ‘interest’ paid on mortgages, loans, leases,
credit cards, etc. All part of Nesara/Gesara. All debt will be forgiven
also.Your SS number has all that information recorded.You can look
that up under Nesara/Gesara – just don’t google search it, you will
be misdirected/misinformed. I haven’t paid any income taxes for at
least the last 5 years (run my own company) and I haven’t heard boo
from anyone, especially the IRS. If you work for someone then go to
HR and claim 20 dependents – your taxes will be reduced
dramatically.The IRS, along with the Fed, Res., were folded into the
Treasury Dept. for some time to wind down smoothly, and all the IRS
‘collectors’ were dismissed. If you don’t believe me, call the IRS and
you will get or be directed to the Treasury dept.

The IRS has been an agency of the Treasury dept since its
inception, so that’s nothing new.

Nesara/gears is a pipe dream. And would cause incredible inflation.
Why should anyone get interest back? We knew what we were doing
when we borrowed.

Wrong. The IRS was a privately owned entity like the FED and never
part of the US Treasury. Now both are. They both created the illusion
that they were Federal but were really owned and operated by a
crimminal organization. Since they controlled the courts, run under
British Admiralty Law, anyone that tried to sue them (because it
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explictly states under the original constitution that levying income
taxes is illegal) they were not only rebuffed but fined heavily for
daring to challenge their authority. I know that personally because I
had a close friend who tried to sue them 30 years ago and lost and
was fined heavily.The reason you will get back any interest you paid
is because you had entered into an intentionally fraudulent and
illegal contract and that ‘interest’ was stolen from you.

The QFS accounts have control over everything. You will get your
oney back. I didn’t even file tax returns this year primarily because
our Republic of the United States has no tax code. It was the U S
Inc. govt. that had the IRS.

logic and reason arent welcome here. trust the plan or else.

If you are talking about your ‘logic’ and ‘reason’ then you are correct.
It isn’t welcome here.

He doesn’t understand that our taxes have been collected by a
foreign entity in Great Britain, since it’s inception.

I remember about a decade ago when living in Australia, there was a
researcher guy who was connecting the dots when following the
money trail of tax dollars from the ATO (Australian Tax Office) back
to Federal Govt, but there were discrepancies in that there was a lot
of missing money.

In America for instance, it’s impossible to connect any dots because
of the fiat/fake money situation and that America has never formally
provided a annual set of audited public accounts at EOFY. That there
is a tell tale sign of complete fraud fuckery.

I’d go as far to say that American business shouldn’t have an end of
financial year either, if it’s own Government can’t meet that basic
corporate requirement.
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there is zero proof that telling the residents of this planet the truth
would lead to chaos or upheaval. That is what q folks use as an
excuse for the supposed white hats being compulsive liars. ” we cant
tell you the truth and must murder you with a vaccine bc the truth
would overwhelm you” stupid goyim.

Vsadíte se, že není žádná chyba, že ta výměra je 330 akrů, ne 320
nebo 340. Hej, Michaele, prostě Bidenovi říkejte „Biden“ jako Bůh.
Také mu říká Jackyl! Jsem rád, že tento šik byl vyřízen tak rychle.

 
 


